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Attracting new talent for today’s energy and large scale
construction firms isn’t as straightforward as it used to be. First,
there’s more competition than ever as skilled workers with cross-
functional skillsets are recruited into other industries.

The energy sector is also affected by what we call “boom and bust”
cycles, so staffing strategies can vary considerably due to consistent
economic swings.

AN INSIDE LOOK AT CONTRACT HIRING

Plus, those born after WWIII and between 1946 and 1964 (baby
boomers) who held roles in this industry are entering retirement.
Add to that the COVID-19 pandemic, and it’s no wonder hiring has
become difficult.

Thereby burdening your budget with a salary that will all too soon
appear as a layoff when you no longer need the employee.  Or do
you wait and see if the right candidate is available further down the
road when the project is set to start and take the chance that the
person is unavailable?
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It’s a lot to think about,
but as a staffing firm that
partners with numerous
global energy and large
scale construction firms,
I’m here to tell you there
are options. Instead of
hiring in-house salaried
employees, working with
a staffing firm gives you
the freedom to employ
non-salaried contract
workers specializing
in the work for which you
are hiring.

Should you source, interview, onboard, and train aShould you source, interview, onboard, and train a
new employee for a project that may only last anew employee for a project that may only last a

year?year?

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/boom-and-bust-cycle.asp
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/oil-and-gas/future-of-work-oil-and-gas-chemicals.html


It’s a win for both you and the candidate because as long as they’re
a W2 employee, we pay their benefits. But that’s just the start. In
this paper, we’ll get into the specifics of how a staffing firm can be
more than beneficial for your upcoming hiring strategies. What’s
more, is it’s not just about the money. It’s about relationships.

pay, 
employee benefits administration, 
liability insurance,
worker’s compensation, 
future unemployment benefits, 
and more.  

HOW DOES THE CONTRACT 
HIRING PROCESS WORK?

Any hire made through a staffing firm is the employee of that firm.
The staffing firm assumes all liability for the employee, including: 

The onboarding time for your team is shortened, and when a project
comes to completion, you don’t have to assume layoffs. The contract
simply comes to an end, and the contractor moves onto your next
project or one that we have for them. Additionally, time worked may
be extended. Many times, the employee can also be transferred
to a permanent position if so desired.
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FOOTBRIDGE HANDLES 

Employee Benefits

Payroll Taxes

Federal, state, and local

withholding taxes

Unemployment

insurance

Worker's compensation

insurance
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If you award a contract employee a permanent role,If you award a contract employee a permanent role,
you assume significantly less risk. You already knowyou assume significantly less risk. You already know

their capabilities & work ethic.their capabilities & work ethic.

Have you ever passed on a project because you weren’t sure you had
the resources to cover it? I often speak with potential clients who
are surprised to learn that outsourcing is even an option. They’re
convinced hiring is the sole responsibility of human resources.
 When in fact, there’s no stepping on anyone’s toes here.

Instead, we work in parallel with your HR team. Working with a
specialized firm helps you to save considerable time and money in
sourcing and hiring.   A firm that understands the phases of your
project and environment will also understand the type of person
and skill sets you need to successfully help your project.
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Find the right fit

We want to find you the RIGHT person. If
someone doesn’t live up to your
expectations, we will let them go
immediately, at no cost to you within the
first week

Hire for Specific
projects

There's no need to keep employees
on overhead between projects. Pay
only for the hours worked.

Save time 
searching

We offer tailored searches to meet
your needs. We pre-screen, interview,
and vet all candidates. 

there Where you 
need us

Sometimes your internal staff aren’t
willing to travel. We can find you
someone with the skills you need
wherever you need them in the USA.

Ramp up fast

 Don't pass on a project because you
don't have the resources. We allow you
to ramp up your team fast, regardless
of location. 



Are they incorporated, or do they work as a 1099 employee?  
Do they carry worker’s compensation insurance in the state they
will be working for you? 
Do they carry enough general and professional liability
insurance for the work they will be performing for you? 
Do they have multiple clients, set their own schedule and
direction, or take full direction from your team?

FREELANCERS VERSUS CONTRACTORS

Suppose you choose to work with freelance independent
contractors. In that case, it is important to make sure they are
compliant with state and federal laws.

Plus, under the federal government, employeePlus, under the federal government, employee
classifications can be confusing and a source of on-classifications can be confusing and a source of on-

going compliance trouble even for employers.going compliance trouble even for employers.
Working with the right staffing firm, however,Working with the right staffing firm, however,

eliminates this burden.eliminates this burden.

Details such as these must be considered when hiring an
independent freelancer, or they may become your problems in the
long run.   As a professional staffing firm that works in all 50 states
and with freelance contractors from time to time to support our
clients, I can tell you that not all of them choose to set up the correct
way as it is an expense for them.
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health benefits, 
liability insurance, 
workers compensation, 
vacation and sick time, 
paid holidays, and 
on-boarding. 

COST SAVINGS

Let’s take a closer look at the perceived cost savings of working with
a staffing firm for your energy projects. According to Human
Resource Management, direct hiring costs a company 1.25 to
1.4 times a person’s base salary.  

Take someone who makes a yearly base salary of 100k or $50/ hour.
Now add:

You are effectively paying 125k to 140k to hire the employee. This is
a yearly on-going figure and calculates nothing for the cost of the
time it took to hire the employee or the on-going administration of
their benefits and performance.
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ACCORDING TO THE SOCIETY FOR
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Direct hiring
costs a company
1.25 to 1.4 times a
person's base
salary.

https://www.shrm.org/about-shrm/press-room/press-releases/pages/human-capital-benchmarking-report.aspx
https://www.investopedia.com/financial-edge/0711/the-cost-of-hiring-a-new-employee.aspx
https://www.investopedia.com/financial-edge/0711/the-cost-of-hiring-a-new-employee.aspx


This may not be an issue if a large backlog of projects is aligned with
the employee’s skillsets. However, if you don’t foresee a need for the
skill sets beyond this project, working with a staffing firm may
make sense.

A staffing firm markup, which is the fee paid on top of a base salary,
covers all these costs and liabilities. Additionally, with contract
hires, your company is not committed to paying an annual salary or
benefits. Instead, the staffing firm pays the contractor an hourly
rate while assuming responsibility for benefits and insurances.
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ACCORDING TO THE SOCIETY FOR
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

they perform the interview, 
screen the candidate, and 
bring them in for the project when you need them, even if it’s
the next day. 

HIRING FLEXIBILITY

In addition to cost savings, energy clients say one of the biggest
advantages of working with a staffing firm is flexibility.  Not only
do recruiters source candidates, 

Our team identifies top candidates and expedites the interview process for you.

In the rare case something doesn’t work out, we let the contract worker go, and
resume the recruitment search.

We can onboard someone within a few hours, rather than days or weeks.

Most of our clients can hire after a short phone interview process.



Look at it this way: the energy sector is a high-risk industry, but
hiring for these positions doesn’t have to be. Working with a
staffing firm is actually a low-risk maneuver. Just as fast as we can
source someone, we can also make adjustments as needed.

Suppose someone doesn’t live up to your expectations or display the
required skills. In that case, a reliable staffing firm will remove
them from the project immediately, with absolutely no cost to you,
and identify a new resource to meet your needs.
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ACCORDING TO THE SOCIETY FOR
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

At FootBridge, we are so confident in our ability toAt FootBridge, we are so confident in our ability to
match our talent to your needs, we offer a 2-week nomatch our talent to your needs, we offer a 2-week no
cost guarantee. This helps clients move quickly whencost guarantee. This helps clients move quickly when

they identify the talent they believe will fit theirthey identify the talent they believe will fit their
project.project.

SPEED OF BUSINESS

Now let’s look at the value of time. You can receive hundreds of
responses from a single ad for a position. Instead of allocating your
own resources, a staffing firm will identify candidates and expedite
the interviewing process on your behalf.  Within hours of your
request, we strive to have several profiles ready for your review.
Most companies we work with hire people after a short phone
interview process. That’s how much they trust the relationship.
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ACCORDING TO THE SOCIETY FOR
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

What’s more, our team routinely visits sites when it’s safe to do so
(pending COVID-19) at no cost to the client. We spend time getting
to know our candidates and the manager(s) for whom they work.

Entire recruitment process.
Organization (immigration and visas, travel itinerary, logistics,
screenings, Per Diem or expense processing, and employee
benefits).
Support (payroll, benefits, HR issues).
ISNetworld Compliance (payroll taxes, employment law, safety
protocols).

The staffing firm also manages the following:

There are numerous hurdles to overcome when it comes to staffing,
but they don’t all have to turn into challenges. In a pre-COVID-19
study, one in five jobs in the United States was held by a contract
worker.

Let FootBridge be your guide. Need help onLet FootBridge be your guide. Need help on  
your next energy project? Contact me atyour next energy project? Contact me at

tspringer@footbridgeenergy.com,tspringer@footbridgeenergy.com,  
or call 877-807-8400.or call 877-807-8400.
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